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Assignment No. 1
Title of Assignment: A Vegetable and Fruit Mall wants to organize its vegetables and fruit
products in a combination of purchase pattern of customers. Solve the problem by suggesting
appropriate data structures. Design necessary class.
Relevant Theory:
What is C++?
C++ is an Object Oriented Programming Language.BjarneStroustrup invented C++ in 1983. C++
is next version of C.
Features of C++:
1. Class – Any real world entity is called as class.
Ex. Student, Fruit
2. Object – Runtime Entity of Class is called as Object.
Ex. Student XYZ- XYZ is an object of Student Class,
Fruit Apple – Apple is an object of Student Class
3. Data Hiding – The property of hiding the implementation details from the user is called
as Data Hiding.
4. Encapsulation-The single unit which wraps the data members and member functions in
single unit is called as Encapsulation.
5. Polymorphism – The ability to use poly ( many) forms of functions, operators is called as
polymorphism.
Ex. void add(int a);
intadd(int a, int b);
Overloading of same function with different arguments and return type is called as
function overloading.
6. Inheritance –The abilty to share or transfer the properties ( Data Members and Member
Functions) is called as Inheritance.
7. Message Passing –Communication between two classes can be made with the help
ofmethod is called as message passing
Difference in C++ & C:
Feature
C
Language
Procedure Oriented Language
Approach
Top Down Approach
Input
scanf () is used to read values
of variable

Output

Inheritance
Polymorphism
Reusability

printf() function is used to
display text on screen

No
No
No

C++
Object Oriented Language
Bottom Up Approach
cin>> is used to read value of
variable where cin is object of
istream class and >> is get
operator
cout<< is used to display
where cout is object of
ostream class and << is put
operator
Yes
Yes
Yes

Syntax of Class:
class ClassName
{
private:
datatype datamember1;
.
.
Datatypedatamembern;
public:
returntype member functionname1(datatype argument1, …………, datatypeargumentn);
.
.
returntype member functionnamen(datatype argument1, …………, datatypeargumentn);
};
Ex.
class student
{
private: intrno;
char name[10];
public: void read();
void disp();
};
Syntax to create Object:
class classname;
Ex. Student s;
Syntax to access data member:
Objectname.datamembername;
Ex. s.rno
Syntax to access member function:
Objectname.memberfunctionname;
Ex. s.read();
To display text:
cout<<”Hello”;
To display variable value:

int a=10;
cout<<”Value of A=”<<a;
To read variable value:
int a;
cin>>a;
Linear Data Structure:
A. Queue:Queue Definition1: Queue is an ordered collection of items into which new items are inserted
from one end and items are deleted at another.
Queue Definition2:- Queue is a linear list in which insertions and deletions take place at the
different ends.
The end at which the operations of insertion are taking place is called rear.
The end at which the operations of deletion are taking place is called front.
Ex:
Front
1

2

Rear
3

4

This is FIFO (First-in-first-out) structure.
The insertion of element into queue is called add.
The deletion of element from queue is called delete.
Overflow:
This situation will come when the queue is implemented using an array. If an element is
added into the queue when the size of the queue is greater than or equal to maximum size of the
array, then we say that the queue is overflowing.
Underflow:
If deletion operation is performed on the queue with no elements then the queue is said to
be underflowing .This occurs in both types of implementations of queue.
The structure of queue using Array:
Front
Rear
1
2
3
Declaration of Queue using Array:
int queue[size], rear=-1,front=0;
1. Add Element in Queue:
Queue[++rear]= element;

2.Delete Element from Queue:

4

Element = queue[front++];
B. Stack:
Stack Definition1: Stack is an ordered collection of items into which new items may be inserted
and from which items may be deleted at one end.
Stack Definition2:-Stack is a linear list in which insertions and deletions take place at the same
end.
The end at which the operations are taking place is called top.The other end is called bottom.
Ex:
Top
4
3
3

2
1

1

Bottom
This is LIFO (Last-in-first-out) structure.
The insertion of element into stack is called push
The deletion of element from stack is called pop.
Overflow:
This situation will come when the stack is implemented using an array.If an element is
pushed into the stack when the size of the stack greater than or equal to maximum size of the
array, then we say that the stack is overflowing.
Underflow:
If deletion operation is performed on the stack with no elements then the stack is said to
be underflowing .This occurs in both types of implementations of stack.
The Structure of Stack using Array.
Top
4
3
3

2
1

1

Bottom

Declaration of Stack using Array:
int stack[Size], top=0;
K

The operations of stack are push & pop.
1. Push Element into stack:To push element into stack:
S
stack[top] = element;
top++;
2. Pop Element into stack:To pop element into stack:

Element = stack[top];
top--;
Algorithm:
1. Start
2. Display Menus for Purchase
a. Fruit
b. Vegetable
c. Both
3. Read User Choice
4. If choice is a then Read only Fruits Information ( Fruit Name, Fruit Price per Kg and
Fruit Weight) and Display Fruits Information.
5. If choice is b then Read only Vegetables Information (Vegetable Name, Vegetable Price
per Kg and Vegetable Weight) and Display Vegetables Information.
6. If choice is c then Read both Information and Display both Information.
7. If other choice then exit.
8. Stop
Mathematical Modelling:
Let F is set of fruits, V is set of vegetables and C is user choice where C = { 1 , 2 } where C = 1
means user wants to purchase fruit and C = 2 means user wants to purchase vegetable.
Function on this F, V, C gives output as Purchase pattern P.
P = f ( F, V, C)
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Give user choice. Perform Purchasing operations such as purchase fruits only or vegetables
only or both..
Input:
Enter user choice. According to choice read fruit or vegetable information like (Name, Price per
Kg, Weight)
Output:
Perform Purchasing Operation:
a. Fruit
b. Vegetable
c. Both
FAQS:
1. What is Features of C++?
2. What is difference in C & C++()?
3. What is class and object?
4. What is syntax of Class?
5. What is Queue?
Conclusion: Performed the operations of Purchasing fruits and vegetables & understood the
concept of using class of queue.

Assignment No. 2
Title of the assignment: A Dictionary stores keywords & its meanings. Provide facility for
adding new keywords, deleting keywords, & updating values of any entry. Also provide facility
to display whole data sorted in ascending/ Descending order, Also find how many maximum
comparisons may require for finding any keyword. Make use of appropriate data structures.
Relevant Theory:
Binary search tree (BST), which may sometimes also be called an ordered or sorted binary tree,
is a node-basedbinary treedata structure which has the following properties
1. The left subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys less than the node's key.
2. The right subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys greater than the node's key.
3. Both the left and right subtrees must also be binary search trees.
Generally, the information represented by each node is a record rather than a single data element.
However, for sequencing purposes, nodes are compared according to their keys rather than any
part of their associated records.
The major advantage of binary search trees over other data structures is that the related sorting
algorithms and search algorithms such as in-order traversal can be very efficient. Binary search
trees are a fundamental data structure used to construct more abstract data structures such as sets,
multisets, and associative arrays.

Algorithms:
Insertion: Insertion begins as a search would begin; if the root is not equal to the value, we
search the left or right subtrees as before. Eventually, we will reach an external node and add the
value as its right or left child, depending on the node's value. In other words, we examine the
root and recursively insert the new node to the left subtree if the new value is less than the root,
or the right subtree if the new value is greater than or equal to the root.
Here's how a typical binary search tree insertion might be performed in C++:
/* Inserts the node pointed to by "newNode" into the subtree rooted at "treeNode" */
void InsertNode(Node* &treeNode, Node *newNode)
{
if (treeNode == NULL)
treeNode = newNode;
else if (newNode->key <treeNode->key)
InsertNode(treeNode->left, newNode);
else
InsertNode(treeNode->right, newNode);
}

Deletion: There are three possible cases to consider:





Deleting a leaf (node with no children): Deleting a leaf is easy, as we can simply remove it from
the tree.
Deleting a node with one child: Remove the node and replace it with its child.
Deleting a node with two children: Call the node to be deleted N. Do not delete N. Instead,
choose either its in-order successor node or its in-order predecessor node, R. Replace the value of
N with the value of R, then delete R.
As with all binary trees, a node's in-order successor is the left-most child of its right sub tree, and
a node's in-order predecessor is the right-most child of its left sub tree. In either case, this node
will have zero or one children. Delete it according to one of the two simpler cases above.

Deleting a node with two children from a binary search tree. The triangles represent sub
trees of arbitrary size, each with its leftmost and rightmost child nodes at the bottom two
vertices. Consistently using the in-order successor or the in-order predecessor for every instance
of the two-child case can lead to an unbalanced tree, so good implementations add inconsistency
to this selection.
STRCMP()
1. strcmp - compare two strings
2. Usage:
include<string.h>
intstrcmp(const char *s1, const char *s2);
3. Description: The strcmp() function shall compare the string pointed to by s1 to the string pointed
to by s2.
The sign of a non-zero return value shall be determined by the sign of the difference between the
values of the first pair of bytes (both interpreted as type unsigned char) that differ in the strings
being compared.
RETURN VALUE
Upon completion, strcmp() shall return an integer greater than, equal to, or less than 0, if the
string pointed to by s1 is greater than, equal to, or less than the string pointed to by s2,
respectively

ALGORITHM:
Create Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Take data from user & create new node n1.
Step 3: Store data in n1 & make left & right child “NULL”.
Step 4: If root is “NULL” then assign root to n1.
Step 5: Else call insert function & pass root & n1.
Step 6: Stop.
Insert Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: We have new node in passed argument; so check data in temp
is less than data in root. If yes then check if Left child of root is
“NULL” or not. If yes, store temp in left child otherwise call
insert function again & pass left address of node & temp.
Step 3: If data in root is less than data in temp then check if right child
of root is “NULL”. If yes then store temp in right child field of
root & if not call insert function again & pass right child address
of node & temp.
Step 4: Stop.
Display Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Otherwise call inorder function & pass root.
Step 4: Stop.
Inorder Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Taking root from inorder function, check if it is “NULL” or not.
Step 3: Again call inorder function & pass left child address of node
Step 4: Display data of root.
Step 5: Again call inorder function & pass right child address of node.
Step 6: Stop.
Search Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Read the key to be searched in a variable, say k.
Step 4: Search for the key in the root, left and right side of the root.

Step 5: Display appropriate message for successful and unsuccessful search.
Step 6: Stop
Update Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Read the key to be Updated in a variable, say k.
Step 4: Search for the key in the root, left and right side of the root.
Step 5: If key is not present, display appropriate message.
Step 6: If key is present, update its meaning.
Step 7: Stop
Delete Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Read the key to be Deleted in a variable, say k.
Step 4: Search for the key in the root, left and right side of the root.
Step 5: If key is not present, display appropriate message.
Step 6: If key is present, Delete the key.
Step 7: Stop

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Main Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Create necessary class objects & declare necessary variables.
Step 3: Print menu as below & take choice from user:
Create
Display
Search
Update
Delete
Exit
Step 4: If choice is 1, call create function.
Step 5: If choice is 2, call display function.
Step 6: If choice is 3, call Search function.
Step 7: If choice is 4, call Update function.
Step 8: If choice is 5, call Delete function.
Step 9: If choice is 6, then exit.
Step 10: Ask user whether he wants to continue or not.
Step 11: If yes then go to step 3.
Step 12: Stop.

Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be a set of Inputs {n, in } where n is no. of keywords of dictionary & in is an individual node
values which stores keyword & its meaning.
Let O be a set of Outputs {C, Dk, N, D, S, U} where
C is Create Dictionary function = c(I) = L (c is function of create which gives output as a L set
of keywords & its meaning of dictionary)
Dk is display keyword function = dk(L) = in (dk is display function on L which gives output as
in an individual node values stores keyword & its meaning)
N is Insert New keyword function = n(L) = in+1 (n is insert new keyword function on L which
gives output as in+1 an individual node values (stores keyword & its meaning) + 1)
D is Delete keyword function = d(L) = in-1 (d is delete keyword function on L which gives
output as in-1 an individual node values (stores keyword & its meaning) - 1)
S is Search keyword Function = s(L) = a (s is search function on L which gives output as a where
a € A = {Keyword Found, Keyword Not Found} )
U is Update keyword Function = u(L) = a (u is update function on L which gives output as a i n
an individual node updates meaning of keyword.
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Simple input of random numbers. It must be a sorted list of the numbers entered, since a BST
has been created. This would be proved that the BT has been constructed properly.
Input:
Enter data (numbers) to be stored in the binary search tree. Every node in the BST would contain
3 fields: data, left child pointer and right child pointer.
Output:
Element should be inserted/deleted at the proper places in the BST.
FAQs: 1. Explain strcmp() with its return values?
2. What is Binary Search Tree? Explain with an example?
3. Explain various operations on BST?
4. What is inorder traversal of BST?
Conclusion: Performed and understood various operations (Create, Display, Search, Update,
Delete) on Binary Search Tree.

Assignment No. 3
Title of Assignment: A news paper delivery boy every day drops news paper in a society having
many lanes & each lane have many houses. Design a program to provide different paths that he
could follow & also suggest the path which will make him to finish his task with less effort. Solve
the problem by suggesting appropriate data structures. Design necessary class.
Relevant Theory:
Spanning Tree:A spanning tree for a connected graph G is a tree T containing all the vertices of
G.

.
G
T
Minimum Spanning Tree: A spanning tree whose weight of edges is minimum is called as
Minimum Spanning Tree.

Two Methods to find Minimum Spanning Tree:
Prims Algorithm:
This algorithm is used to find minimum spanning tree and minimum cost of spanning tree.
Steps::

1) This algorithm starts with start vertex.

2) Then it finds edge which has minimum weight.
3) It continues the finding such that one vertex of edge is already visited & another
vertex is not visited with minimum weight.

4) These steps are repeated to cover all the vertices of graph.
2. Kruskal’s Algorithm
This algorithm is used to find minimum spanning tree and minimum cost of spanning tree.
Steps::

1) This algorithm starts with edge with minimum weight. AD and CE are the shortest edges, with
length 5, and AD has been arbitrarily chosen, so it is highlighted.

2) CE is now the shortest edge that does not form a cycle, with length 5, so it is highlighted as the second
edge.

3) The next edge, DF with length 6, is highlighted using much the same method.

4) The next-shortest edges are AB and BE, both with length 7. AB is chosen arbitrarily, and is highlighted.
The edge BD has been highlighted in red, because there already exists a path (in green) between B and
D, so it would form a cycle (ABD) if it were chosen.

5) The process continues to highlight the next-smallest edge, BE with length 7. Many more edges are
highlighted in red at this stage: BC because it would form the loop BCE, DE because it would form the
loop DEBA, and FE because it would form FEBAD.

6) Finally, the process finishes with the edge EG of length 9, and the minimum spanning tree is

found.

Application of Minimum Spanning Tree:
Minimum spanning trees are useful in constructing networks, by describing the way to connect a
set of sites using the smallest total amount of wire.
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be an input = { n, wt, x}
Where n is number of lanes, wt is matrix stores distance between lanes and x is start lane to
deliver newspaper.
Let O be an Output as O= f (I)
where f is function as
P is a set of vertices which represents path of Prims Algorithm ={x}
V is set of visited vertices = {x}
P=PUy&V =VUy
Where i is vertex such that
n ( Min (wt [x,y] ) and y ∉ V and x ∉ V
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Give number of lanes and the distance between lanes.
Input:

Read number of lanes and the matrix which will store the distance between lanes.
Output:
The path which have minimum distance.
FAQS:
6. What is Spanning Tree?
7. What is Minimum Spanning Tree?
8. What is Prim‟s Algorithm?
9. What is Kruskal‟s Algorithm?
10. What are Applications of Minimum Spanning Tree?
11. How to decide whether to select Kruskal‟s algorithm or Prim‟s algorithm?
Conclusion:Prims Algorithms is successfully implemented.

Assignment No. 4
Title of Assignment: A Dictionary stores keywords & its meanings. Consider dictionary data is stored
in a file in random order. Thus, to search any the word & its meanings from given data, program
should create reasonably balanced tree
Relevant Theory:
AVL TREE: AVL means Adelson-Velskii and Landis tree.
AVL tree property: For every node in the tree, the height of the left and right subtrees differs by at
most 1.
An AVL tree is a height balanced search tree. For any node in an AVL tree, the height of the
left subtree and right subtree differ by at most 1. Why is this important? The time to search an average
unbalanced tree is 1.39 * logn as opposed to logn for a balanced tree.
Each node of an AVL tree has a balance factor associated with it.
class node
{
char keyword[20];
char meaning[20];
class node *left, *right;
int bf;
// balance factor either -1, 0, +1
};
The balance factor of a node is hL – hR where hL is the height of its left subtree and hR is the
height of its right subtree. As soon as a node‟s balance factor becomes +2 or –2, it is rebalanced and
balance factor becomes 0.
There are two types of rotation:
1) Single Rotation
2) Double Rotation
1) Single Rotation:
a. Left Left Rotation

b. Right Right Rotation

2) Double Rotation:
a. Left Right Rotation

b. Right Left Rotation

Example:

FILE OPERATIONS:
fstream.h :
For file operations, include fstream.h in your program.
C++ provides the following classes to perform output and input of characters to/from files:
 ofstream: Stream class to write on files
 ifstream: Stream class to read from files



fstream: Stream class to both read and write from/to files

Object of File:
Syntax: fstreamobjectname
Opening a File:
The first operation generally performed on an object of one of these classes is to associate it to a real
file. This procedure is known as to open a file. An open file is represented within a program by a
stream object (an instantiation of one of these classes, in the previous example this was myfile) and
any input or output operation performed on this stream object will be applied to the physical file
associated to it.
In order to open a file with a stream object we use its member function open():
open (filename, mode);
mode

is an optional parameter with a combination of the following flags:
ios::in
Open for input operations.
ios::out
Open for output operations.
ios::binary Open in binary mode.
Set the initial position at the end of the file.
ios::ate
If this flag is not set to any value, the initial position is the beginning of the file.
All output operations are performed at the end of the file, appending the content to the
ios::app current content of the file. This flag can only be used in streams open for output-only
operations.
If the file opened for output operations already existed before, its previous content is
ios::trunc
deleted and replaced by the new one.

Closing a File:
When we are finished with our input and output operations on a file we shall close it so that its
resources become available again. In order to do that we have to call the stream's member function
close().
objectname.close();
Getline from a File:
xtracts characters from the stream as unformatted input and stores them into s as a c-string, until n
characters have been written to s
getline (char* s, streamsize n );
End of File:
This flag is set by all standard input operations when the End-of-File is reached in the sequence
associated with the stream.
Fileobjectname.eof();
Strtok function:

A sequence of calls to this function split str into tokens, which are sequences of contiguous characters
separated by any of the characters that are part of delimiters.
char * strtok ( char * str, const char * delimiters );

ALGORITHM:
Create Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Take data from user & create new node n1.
Step 3: Store data in n1 & make left & right child “NULL” and balance factor
(BF) = 0
Step 4: If root is “NULL” then assign root to n1.
Step 5: Else call insert function & pass root & n1.
Step 6: Stop.
Insert Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: We have new node in passed argument; so check data in temp is less than data in root. If yes
then check if Left child of root is “NULL” or not. If yes, store temp in left child field of root and
calulate balance factor of predecessors and perform left left rotation or left right rotation according to
BF.otherwise call insert function again & pass left address of node & temp.
Step 3: If data in root is less than data in temp then check if right child of root is “NULL”. If yes then
store temp in right child field of root calulate balance factor of predecessors and perform right right
rotation or right left rotation according to BF.& if not call insert function again & pass right child
address of node & temp.
Step 4: Stop.
Inorder Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Taking root from inorder function, check if it is “NULL” or not.
Step 3: Again call inorder function & pass left child address of node
Step 4: Display data of root.
Step 5: Again call inorder function & pass right child address of node.
Step 6: Stop.
Search Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Read the key to be searched in a variable, say k.
Step 4: Search for the key in the root, left and right side of the root.
Step 5: Display appropriate message for successful and unsuccessful search.
Step 6: Stop
Main Function:

Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Create necessary class objects & declare necessary variables.
Step 3: Print menu as below & take choice from user:
1. Create
2. Display
3. Search
4. Exit
Step 4: If choice is 1, call create function.
Step 5: If choice is 2, call display function.
Step 6: If choice is 3, call search function.
Step 7: If choice is 4, then exit.
Step 8: Ask user whether he wants to continue or not.
Step 9: If yes then go to step 3.
Step 10: Stop.
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be a set of Inputs {n, in } where n is no. of keywords of dictionary & in is an individual node
values which stores keyword & its meaning.
Let O be a set of Outputs {C, Dk, S } where
C is Create Dictionary function = c(I) = L (c is function of create which gives output as a L set of
keywords & its meaning of dictionary)
Dk is display keyword function = dk(L) = in (dk is display function on L which gives output as in an
individual node values stores keyword & its meaning)
S is Search keyword Function = s(L) = a (s is search function on L which gives output as a where a €
A = {Keyword Found, Keyword Not Found} )
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Dictionary keywords and its meaning are stored in random file. Perform the rotation LL, RR, RL
& LR while creation. Also display AVL tree and search particular keyword.
Input:
Dictionary keywords and its meaning are stored in random file. Enter keyword which you want to
search.
Output:
Menu:
d. Create
e. Display
f. Search
FAQS:
12. What is Balanced Tree?
13. What is AVL?
14. What is LL, RR, RL and LR Rotations?
15. What is Advantages of AVL Tree?
16. What is balancing factor?
Conclusion: Performed the operations on balanced tree i.e. AVL tree.

Assignment No. 5
Title of Assignment: Write a program using object oriented programming features to implement Doubly
circular linked list with different manipulation facilities in C++
Relevant Theory:
Linked List:
A list that displays the relationship of adjacency between elements is said to be linear list. It also can be
defined to consist of an ordered set of elements. Linear linked list is the most commonly used data structure
of linked lists. A simple way to represent a linear list is to expand each node to contain a link or pointer to the
next node.

NODE STRUCTURE
Types of Linked List:
1) Singly Linked List

In the figure above, the variable Head contains an address or pointer that gives the location of the first
node of the list. The last node of the list does not have a successor node, and consequently, no actual
address is stored in the pointer field. In such case, a null value is stored as the address. The arrow
emanating from the link field of a particular node indicates its successor node in the structure.
2) Doubly Linked List

In the figure above, the variable Head contains an address or pointer that gives the location of the first
node of the list. The last node of the list does not have a successor node, and consequently, no actual
address is stored in the pointer field. In such case, a null value is stored as the address. The first node of
the list does not have a predecessor node, and consequently, no actual address is stored in the pointer
field. In such case, a null value is stored as the address. The arrow emanating from the link field of a
particular node indicates its successor node in the structure. The back arrow emanating from the link field
of a particular node indicates its predecessor node in the structure
3) Singly Circular Linked List

In the figure above, the variable Head contains an address or pointer that gives the location of the first

node of the list. The last node of the list have successor and points to first node i.e head.

4) Doubly Circular Linked List

In the figure above, the variable Head contains an address or pointer that gives the location of the first
node of the list. The last node of the list have successor and points to first node i.e head. The first node of
the list have predecessor and points to last node of list.
Operations of DCLL:
A. Insert::
1. Insert First:
First allocate memory for Temp node i.e. new node which we want to insert at first. Set next link to first
node. Set next link of last node to temp node and prev link of temp node to last node. Set temp node as first
node.

2. Insert After any node:
First read data after which we want to insert. Find that node say p. Allocate memory for temp node which we
want to insert after node. Find next node of p say q. Set next link of p to temp node. Set prev link of temp
node to p. Set next link of temp node to q and prev link of q to temp node.

B. Delete::
1. Delete First:
Set temp node to first node. Take data which we want to delete. If data is first node. Then set second node as
first node and set prev link of second node to last node. And set next link of last node to second node.

Deallocate memory of temp node.

2. Delete Any node:
Take data which we want to delete. Find that node say p which we want to delete. Previous node of p say q.
Next node of p say r. Set next link of q to r and prev link of r to q.

Algorithm:
1. Create function :
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Allocate memory for new node using new operator.
Step 3: If memory allocation is „NULL‟ then print message as “Unable to allocate memory”.
Step 4: Otherwise take data from user & store it in data field of new node.
Step 5: Store “NULL” in prev and next link field of new node.
Step 6: If list is empty then insert new node as first node otherwise find the last node and insert new node by
storing the address of new node in the ink field of last node. Point prev link of first node to last noe and next
link of last node to first node
Step 7: Stop.
2.Insert function :
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Print menu for insert element in SLL as bellow
1. Insert node at beginning.
2. Insert node after any node
Step 3: Take choice from user.
Step 4: If choice is 1 then
a. Allocate memory for new node using new operator
b. Take data from user & store it in data field of new node
c. Find last node
d. Point Prev link of new node to last node of list
e. Point next link of new node to first node
f. Set new node as first node
Step 5: If choice is 2 then
a. Allocate memory for new node using new operator.
b. Take data from user & store it in data field of new node.

c. Take data of node after which you want to insert node from user & find that node in DCLL using do
while loop.
d. Set link between new node & next node of found node and link
Step 6: Stop.
3.Display Forward function :
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Take temp pointer for traveling the list by next link.
Step 3: Using do while loop print element of DCLL which are in data field.
Step 4: Stop
4.Display Backward function :
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Take temp pointer for traveling the list by prev link.
Step 3: Using do while loop print element of DCLL which are in data field.
Step 4: Stop
5.Search function :
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Take data which u want to search.
Step 3. Take temp pointer for traveling the list by next link.
Step 4: If data and temp node data is same then display message that data present otherwise display message
that data not present.
Step 5. Stop
6.Delete function :
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Take data from user which node you want to delete.
Step 3. If data is first node and only one node present in list then delete first node and copy NULL to first
node.
Step 4: If data is first node then Store the address of first node in temp pointer and then change
head by address of next node. Delete first node by using delete operator.
Step 5: Find that node using do while loop. Change the link field of previous node of found node by
address of next node of found node. Delete that node by using delete operator
Step 6: Stop
12. Main function :
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Initialize variable & head pointer.
Step 3: Print menu as bellow & enter your choice
1. Create
2. Insert
3. Display Forward
4. Display Backward
5. Search .
6. Delete

Step 4: If choice is 1 then call create function.
Step 5: If choice is 2 then call insert function.
Step 6: If choice is 3 then call display forward function.
Step 7: If choice is 4 then call display backward function.
Step 8: If choice is 5 then call search function.
Step 7: If choice is 6 then call delete function.
Step 8: If do you want continue then enter „Y‟ else enter „N‟.
Step 9: Stop.
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be a set of Inputs {n, in } where n is no. of nodes of Doubly Circular Linked List &inis an individual
node values.
Let O be a set of Outputs {C, DF, DB, N, D, S} where
C is created DCLL = fc(I) = L (fc is function of create which gives output as a L set of nodes of DCLL)
DF is forward DCLL = f(L) = in(f is forward function on L which gives output as in an individual node
values)
DF is backward DCLL = b(L) = in(b is backward function on L which gives output as in an individual node
values)
N is Insert New node in DCLL = n(L) = in+1 (n is insert new node function on L which gives output as in+1
an individual node values + 1)
D is Delete node from DCLL = d(L) = in-1 (d is delete node function on L which gives output as in-1 an
individual node values - 1)
S is Search Function from DCLL = s(L) = a (s is search function on L which gives output as a where a
belongs to A = {Node Found, Node Not Found} )
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Give simple input of any numbers. Create the DCLL for it. Display DCLL. Perform search, insert, delete
operations.
Input:
Enter data (numbers) to be stored in the Doubly Circular Linked List. Every node in the DCLL would contain
2 fields: data, previous pointer and next pointer.
Output:
Perform DCLL Operation:
1. Create
2. Insert
3. Display Forward
4. Display Backward
5. Search .
6. Delete
FAQS:
1. What is Linked List?
2. What is difference in Linked List & array?
3. What is Doubly Circular Linked List?

4. What are advantages of Linked List?
5. What is delete operation of Doubly Circular Linked List?
Conclusion: Performed the operations on DCLL

Assignment No. 6
Title of Assignment: Write a program using object oriented programming using C++ to create a
binary tree if inorder& preorder or inorder&postorder any two traversals are given.
Relevant Theory:
What is Tree?
A tree can be defined abstractly as a whole (globally) as an ordered tree, with a value assigned to
each node.
Binary Tree:
In many applications, each edge of a graph has an associated numerical value, called a
weight.Usually, the edge weights are non-negative integers.Weighted graphs may be
eitherdirected or undirected.The weight of an edge is often referred to as the "cost" of the edge.
Tree Traversal using recursion:
Preorder traversal: To traverse a binary tree in Preorder, following operations are carried-out (i)
Visit the root, (ii) Traverse the left sub tree, and (iii) Traverse the right sub tree.
Inorder traversal: To traverse a binary tree in Inorder, following operations are carried-out (i)
Traverse the left most sub tree starting at the left external node, (ii) Visit the root, and (iii)
Traverse the right sub tree starting at the left external node.
Postorder traversal: To traverse a binary tree in Postorder, following operations are carried-out
(i) Traverse all the left external nodes starting with the left most sub tree which is then followed
by bubble-up all the internal nodes, (ii) Traverse the right sub tree starting at the left external
node which is then followed by bubble-up all the internal nodes, and (iii) Visit the root.
Recursive algorithm for binary tree traversal:
PROCEDURE INORDER (root)
1. If root = NULLthen write (“Empty Tree”)
return.
2. else If root->left != NULL then call INORDER(root->left).
3. Print root->data
4. If root->right != NULLthen call INORDER(root->right).
5. return.
Tree Traversal without recursion using stack:
Inorder Tree Traversal without Recursion:
Using Stack is the obvious way to traverse tree without recursion. Below is an algorithm for
traversing binary tree using stack. See this for step wise step execution of the algorithm.
1) Create an empty stack S.
2) Initialize current node as root

3) Push the current node to S and set current = current->left until current is NULL
4) If current is NULL and stack is not empty then
a) Pop the top item from stack.
b) Print the popped item, set current = current->right
c) Go to step 3.
5) If current is NULL and stack is empty then we are done.
Preorder Tree Traversal of Binary Tree without Recursion:
Using Stack is the obvious way to traverse tree without recursion.
Step 1: Create an empty stack s.
Step 2: Initialize current node as root.
Step 3: Until current is NULL: Print current node and Push the current node to S and set current =
current -> left
Step 4: If current is NULL and stack is not empty then
a) Pop the top item from stack
b) Set current = current -> right
c) Go to step 3.
Step 5: If current is NULL and stack is empty then we are done.
Postorder Tree Traversal of Binary Tree without Recursion:
Using Stack is the obvious way to traverse tree without recursion.
Step 1: Create an empty stack S. LastPrint=NULL
Step 2: Push(root),Push(root->right),Push(root->left)
Step 3: If stack S is EMPTY: Go to step 7; Else : Current =Pop()
Step 4: If current is NULL: Goto step 3.
Step 5: If current is Leaf OR Parent of LastPrint is Current , then:
a) Print Current-> data.
b) LastPrint = Current
c) Go to step 3.
Step6: Else: Push()Current),Push(Current-> right), Push(Current->left). Go to step 3.
Construction of Binary Tree from Inorder and Preorder:
Let us consider the below traversals:
Inorder sequence: D B E A F C
Preorder sequence: A B D E C F
In a Preorder sequence, leftmost element is the root of the tree. So we know „A‟ is root for given
sequences. By searching „A‟ in Inorder sequence, we can find out all elements on left side of „A‟
are in left subtree and elements on right are in right subtree. So we know below structure now.

We recursively follow above steps and get the following tree.

Algorithm for Construction of Binary Tree using Inorder&Preorder Traversal:
1) Pick an element from preorder. Increment a preorder Index Variableto pick next element in
next recursive call.
2) Create a new tree node root with the data as picked element.
3) Find the picked element‟s index in preorder. Let the index be preIndex.
4) Call buildTree for elements before preIndex and make the built tree as left subtree of root.
5) Call buildTree for elements after preIndex and make the built tree as right subtree of root.
6) returnroot.
Algorithm for Construction of Binary Tree using Inorder&Postorder Traversal:
1) Create a new tree node root with the data as picked element.
2) Find the picked element‟s index in preorder. Let the index be preIndex.
3) Call buildTree for elements before preIndex and make the built tree as left subtree of root.
4) Call buildTree for elements after preIndex and make the built tree as right subtree of root.
5)returnroot.
6) Pick an element from postorder. Increment a postorder Index Variableto pick next element in
next recursive call.
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be an input { Inorder, Preorder, n}
Where n is no. of nodes of tree, Inorder is string of Inorder traversal & Preorder is string of
Preorder traversal.
Let O be an output O = f (I)
Where f is function as- Let T be node of binary tree. Initially T= Φ , start =0 and end = n-1.
T=TUX
n-1
Where X = ∫ X = preorder [pi]
pi=0
end
and i is the position from inorder traversal as
∫ inorder [i] = x
i= start
Partition inorder from start to i-1 & i + 1 to end.
Repeat above step until all the nodes are covered.
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Given inorder& preorder or inorder&postorder traversals, construct binary tree.

Input:

Enter inorder& preorder or inorder&postorder traversal strings.
Output:
Construction of Binary tree usinginorder& preorder or inorder&postorder traversals.

FAQS:
6. What is Binary tree?
7. What is Binary Tree Traversal?
8. Explaininorder, preorder, post order traversal using recursion.
9. Explaininorder, preorder, post order traversal without recursion using stack.
Conclusion:Binary Tree created using inorder-preorder &inorder-`postorder.

Assignment No. 7
Title of Assignment: Write a program to find shortest path for given source & destination of a
given graph using C.
Relevant Theory:
What is Graph?
A graph is a mathematical structure consisting of a set of vertices (also called nodes)
and a set of edges
. An edge is a pair of vertices
. The two vertices are called the edge endpoints.A graph may be either
undirected or directed.
Weighted Graph:
In many applications, each edge of a graph has an associated numerical value, called a
weight.Usually, the edge weights are non-negative integers.Weighted graphs may be
eitherdirected or undirected.The weight of an edge is often referred to as the "cost" of the edge.

Figure: Weighted Graph
Dijkstra's algorithm:
Dijkstra's algorithm, conceived by Dutch computer scientistEdsgerDijkstra in 1956 and published
in 1959, is a graph search algorithm that solves the single-source shortest path problem for a
graph with non-negative edge path costs, producing a shortest path tree. This algorithm is often
used in routing and as a subroutine in other graph algorithms.
For a given source vertex (node) in the graph, the algorithm finds the path with lowest cost (i.e.
the shortest path) between that vertex and every other vertex. It can also be used for finding costs
of shortest paths from a single vertex to a single destination vertex by stopping the algorithm once
the shortest path to the destination vertex has been determined. For example, if the vertices of the
graph represent cities and edge path costs represent driving distances between pairs of cities
connected by a direct road, Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to find the shortest route between one
city and all other cities.
Let the node at which we are starting be called the initial node. Let the distance of node Ybe the
distance from the initial node to Y. Dijkstra's algorithm will assign some initial distance values
and will try to improve them step by step.
1. Assign to every node a tentative distance value: set it to zero for our initial node and to
infinity for all other nodes.
2. Mark all nodes unvisited. Set the initial node as current. Create a set of the unvisited nodes
called the unvisited set consisting of all the nodes except the initial node.

3. For the current node, consider all of its unvisited neighbors and calculate their tentative
distances. For example, if the current node A is marked with a distance of 6, and the edge
connecting it with a neighbor B has length 2, then the distance to B (through A) will be 6 + 2 =
8. If this distance is less than the previously recorded tentative distance of B, then overwrite
that distance. Even though a neighbor has been examined, it is not marked as "visited" at this
time, and it remains in the unvisited set.
4. When we are done considering all of the neighbors of the current node, mark the current node
as visited and remove it from the unvisited set. A visited node will never be checked again.
5. If the destination node has been marked visited or if the smallest tentative distance among the
nodes in the unvisited set is infinity, then stop. The algorithm has finished.
6. Select the unvisited node that is marked with the smallest tentative distance, and set it as the
new "current node" then go back to step 3.
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be an Input set { v, Cn, s, d}
Where v is no. of vertices, Cn is Cost matrix of vertices, s is source and d is destination
Let O be an Output = min_dist is a function as

Testing:
Test Conditions:
Givenn vertices and m edges, source & destination. Evaluate minimum cost path.
Input:
Enter no. of nodes, cost matrix, source & destination.
Output:
Shortest path using cost matrix.
FAQS:
10. What is graph?
11. What is cost matrix?
12. ExplainDijkstra‟s Algorithm.
Conclusion:Evaluated shortest path using Dijkstra‟s Algorithm.

Assignment No. 8
Title of Assignment: Implementation of Tic-Tac-Toe gaming application using c++
programming.
Relevant Theory:
The Conditional Operators
The conditional operatorsare sometimes called ternary operators since they take three
arguments. In fact, they form a kind of foreshortened if-then-else. Their general form is,
expression 1 ? expression 2 : expression 3
What this expression says is: “if expression 1 is true (that is, if its value is non-zero), then the
value returned will be expression 2, otherwise the value returned will be expression 3”. Let us
understand this with the help of a few examples:
int x, y ;
scanf ( "%d", &x ) ;
y=(x>5?3:4);
This statement will store 3 in y if x is greater than 5, otherwise it will store 4 in y.
The equivalent if statement will be,
if ( x > 5 )
y=3;
else
y=4;
Arrays:Set of similar data types are called arrays.
Types of Arrays:
1. One-Dimensional Arrays
2. Two dimensional Arrays
A Simple Program Using One-Dimensional Array
Following program finds average marks obtained by a class of 30 students in a test.
main( ) {
intavg, sum = 0, i ;
int marks[30] ; /* array declaration */
for ( i = 0 ; i <= 29 ; i++ )
{
printf ( "\nEnter marks " ) ;
scanf ( "%d", &marks[i] ) ; /* store data in array */
}
for ( i = 0 ; i <= 29 ; i++ )
sum = sum + marks[i] ; /* read data from an array*/
avg = sum / 30 ;
printf ( "\nAverage marks = %d", avg ) ;
}

/* Demonstration of call by value */
main( )
{
int i ;
int marks[ ]={55, 65, 75, 56, 78, 78, 90};
for (i=0; i<=6;i++)
display(marks[i]);
}
display(int m)
{
printf( "%d ", m ) ;
}
/* Demonstration of call by reference */
main( )
{
int i ;
int marks[ ] = { 55, 65, 75, 56, 78, 78, 90 } ;
for ( i = 0 ; i <= 6 ; i++ )
disp(&marks[i] ) ;
}
disp(int *n )
{
printf ( "%d ", *n ) ;
}
A Simple Program Using Two-Dimensional Array
It is also possible for arrays to have two or more dimensions. The two-dimensional array is
also called a matrix. Here is a sample program that stores roll number and marks obtained by a
student side by side in a matrix.
main( )
{
int stud[4][2] ; int i, j ;
for ( i = 0 ; i <= 3 ; i++ )
{
printf ( "\n Enter roll no. and marks" ) ;
scanf ( "%d %d", &stud[i][0], &stud[i][1] ) ;
}
for ( i = 0 ; i <= 3 ; i++ )
printf ( "\n%d %d", stud[i][0], stud[i][1] ) ;
}
Important points about Arrays and Pointers:
1. An array is similar to an ordinary variable except that it can store multiple elements of
similar type.
2. Compiler doesn‟t perform bounds checking on an array.

3. The array variable acts as a pointer to the zeroth element of the array. In a 1-D array,
zeroth element is a single value, whereas, in a 2-D array this element is a 1-D array.
4. On incrementing a pointer it points to the next location of its type.
5. Array elements are stored in contiguous memory locations and so they can be accessed
using pointers.
6. Only limited arithmetic can be done on pointers.

About Tic-Ta-Toe Game:
Tic-tac-toe (or Noughts and crosses, Xs and Os) is a game for two players, X and O, who
take turns marking the spaces in a 3×3 grid. The player who succeeds in placing three respective
marks in a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row wins the game. Players soon discover that best
play from both parties leads to a draw (often referred to as cat or cat's game).
There are19,683 possible board layouts (39 since each of the nine spaces can be X, O or
blank), and 362,880 (i.e. 9!) possible games (different sequences for placing the Xs and Os on
the board). However, two matters much reduce these numbers:
 The game ends when three-in-a-row is obtained.
 The number of Xs is always either equal to or exactly 1 more than the number of Os (if X
starts). A player can play perfect Tic-tac-toe (win or draw) given they choose the first possible
move from the following list.
1. Win: If the player has two in a row, they can place a third to get three in a row.
2. Block: If the [opponent] has two in a row, the player must play the third themself to block
the opponent.
3. Fork: Create an opportunity where the player has two threats to win (two non-blocked
lines of 2).
4. Blocking an opponent's fork:
Option 1: The player should create two in a row to force the opponent into defending, as
 long as it doesn't result in them creating a fork. For example, if "X" has a corner, "O" has
the center, and "X" has the opposite corner as well, "O" must not play a corner in order to
win. (Playing a corner in this scenario creates a fork for "X" to win.)
Option 2: If there is a configuration where the opponent can fork, the player should block that
fork.
5. Center: A player marks the center. (If it is the first move of the game, playing on a corner
gives "O" more opportunities to make a mistake and may therefore be the better choice;
however, it makes no difference between perfect players.)
6. Opposite corner: If the opponent is in the corner, the player plays the opposite corner.
7. Empty corner: The player plays in a corner square.
8. Empty side: The player plays in a middle square on any of the 4 sides.
Algorithm:
1. Start
2. Prepare 3×3 table and display it.
3. Read both players choice alternatively and mark the choice with their respective
symbols (Player 1‟s symbol is × and Player 2‟s symbol is 0).
4. After each entry check the status of the game by checking wining condition

method.
5. Display appropriate messages for invalid choice, win and draw conditions..
6. Stop.
Mathematical Modeling:
I={P,S,Pos}
O = { w, d }
P= Set of Players= {1,2}

Where w is winner and d is with game draw

S= Set of symbols= {X,0}
Pos= Set of Positions= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}
f(I)=O where f is a function on Input Set I and Output set O
O=P(W) P(D)
where P(W)=Probability of wins
P(D)=Probability of draws
T=Set of Tic-Tac-Toe Entries = {(1,2,3), (2,3,4), (3,4,5), (4,5,6), (7,8,9), (1,3,4)……(7,8,9)}
W=Set of Winning Conditions= {(1,2,3), (4,5,6), (7,8,9), (1,4,7), (2,5,8), (3,6,9), (1,5,9), (3,5,7)}
D=T-W
P(W)= Probability of winning = | W | / | T |
Testing:
Test condition:
Give both players choice alternatively. Check the status of the game after each chice.
Input: Read both players choices.
Output: Display the status of the game (Draw or Win) depending on the choices of the both
players.
FAQs:
1. What is conditional or ternary operators?
2. What are one dimensional and two dimensional arrays?

Conclusion: Implemented Tic-Tac-Toe gaming application and understood the conditional
operators and Arrays.

Assignment No. 9
Title of Assignment: Write a C++ program to implement traversals on Threaded Binary tree
using Object Oriented Programming features. Design necessary class.

Relevant Theory:
THREADED BINARY SEARCH TREE:
Threaded Binary Search Tree
A threaded binary tree makes it possible to traverse the values in the binary tree via a linear
traversal that is more rapid than a recursive in-order traversal.
It is also possible to discover the parent of a node from a threaded binary tree, without explicit use
of parent pointers or a stack
Tree Traversals of Threaded Binary Tree:
Inorder Traversals: A B
C
Preorder Traversals: F B
A
PostorderTraversals:A C
E

D
D
D

E
C
B

F
E
H

F
G
I

H
I
G

I
H
F

ALGORITHM:
Create Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Take data from user & create new node n1.
Step 3: Store data in n1 & make left & right child “NULL”.
Step 4: If root is “NULL” then root is equal to n1. Create a dummy or head node. Head of left
thread=1, right thread = 0,right = NULL, left field will store address of root;assign root of left
field points to dummy & right field to dummy.
Step 5: Else call insert function & pass root & n1.
Step 6: Stop.
Insert Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: We have new node in passed argument; so check data in temp is less than data in root. If
yes then check if Left thread of root is or not. If yes, store temp in left child, store left thread
equal to 1,temp of left field equal to root of left field. Temp of right field equal toroot.otherwise
call insert function again & pass left address of node & temp.
Step 3: If data in root is less than data in temp then check if right thread of root is 1 or not. If yes,

store temp in right child, store right thread equal to 1,temp of right field equal to root of right
field. Temp of left field equal to root.otherwise call insert function again & pass right address of
node &temp.
Step 4: Stop.
Preorder Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Otherwise store root in temp.
Step 4: Display data of temp.
Step 5: if left thread of temp is equal to 1 then go to left of temp. repeat samestep 4.
Step 6: if right thread is equal to 0 then then go to left of temp.
if temp is equal to dummy then go to step 9.otherwise repeat step 6.
Step 7: go to right of temp.
Step 8: if temp is equal to dummy then go to Step 9.
otherwise repeat step 4.
Step 9: Stop.
Postorder Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Otherwise store root in temp.
Step 4: if left thread of temp is equal to 1 then go to left of temp. repeat samestep 4.
Step 5: if right thread is equal to 0 then then go to left of temp.
if temp is equal to dummy then go to step 9.otherwise repeat step 6.
Step 6: go to right of temp.
Step 7: Display data of temp.
Step 8: if temp is equal to dummy then go to Step 9.
otherwise repeat step 4.
Step 9: Stop.
Inorder Function:
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: If root is “NULL” then display tree is not created.
Step 3: Otherwise store root in temp.
Step 4: if left thread of temp is equal to 1 then go to left of temp. repeat same step 4.
Step 5: Display data of temp.
Step 6: if right thread is equal to 0 then then go to left of temp.
if temp is equal to dummy then go to step 9.Display data of temp. Repeat step 6.
Step 7: go to right of temp.
Step 8: if temp is equal to dummy then go to Step 9.
otherwise repeat step 4.
Step 9: Stop.
Main Function:
Step 1: Start.

Step 2: Declare necessary variables.
Step 3: Print menu as follow & take choice from user:
1. Create threaded binary search tree
2. Display preorder
3. Display inorder
4. Display postorder
5. Exit
Step 4: If choice is 1, call create function.
Step 5: If choice is 2, call preorder function.
Step 6: If choice is 3, call inorder function.
Step 7: If choice is 4, call postorder function.
Step 8: If choice is 4, exit from function.
Step 9: Stop.
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be a set of Inputs {n, in } where n is number of nodes& in is an individual node values which
stores integer data.
Let O be a set of Outputs {C, Din, Dpre, Dpost } where
C is Create function = c(I) = L (c is function of create which gives output as a L set of nodes)
Din is display inorder function = in(L) = in (in is display function on L which gives output as
inorder traversal of in an individual node values)
Dpre is display preorder function = pre(L) = in (pre is display function on L which gives output
as preorder traversal of in an individual node values)
Dpost is display postorder function = post(L) = in (in is display function on L which gives output
as postorder traversal of in an individual node values)
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Give integer numbers as data. And perform inorder, preorder and postorder operations
Input:
Give integer numbers as data. And Read user choice.
Output:
Menu:
g.
h.
i.
j.

Create
Inorder
Preorder
Postorder

FAQS:
13. What is Threaded Binary Tree?
14. What is difference in BT & TBT?
15. What is Advantages of TBT Tree?
16. What is use of thread in TBT?
Conclusion: Performed the operations on TBT.

Assignment No. 10
Title of Assignment: Write Bubble Sort Program using Python Programming
Relevant Theory:
Bubble Sort:
Bubble sort uses a loop (inside j loop) to travel thru‟ an array comparing adjacent values as it
moves along. If an array element a[j] is greater than the element immediately to its right a[j+1], it
swaps them. The first time around, this process will move or bubble the largest value to the end of
the array. So for instance.

will end up as
This process is repeated, on the second iteration, the second largest value will be moved to the
second last array position and so on.
In all, the bubble process (inside j loop) is repeated n-1 times for an array of size n.

Time Complexity:
Best Time Complexity of Bubble Sort: O (n)
Average Time Complexity of Bubble Sort: O (n2)
Worst Time Complexity of Bubble Sort: O (n2)
Pseudo Code:
BubbleSort( int a[], int n)
Begin
for i = 1 to n-1
sorted = true
for j = 0 to n-1-i
if a[j] > a[j+1]
temp = a[j]
a[j] = a[j+1]
a[j+1] = temp
sorted = false
end for
if sorted
break from i loop
end for
End
Basic Concepts of Python:
Syntax of for Loop:

for i in range(n):
#repeated statements
Syntax of if statement:
if expression :
statement
else:
statement
Syntax of While Loop:
while expression:
statement
Syntax of Class:
Class ClassName:
<statement -1>
.
.
<statement -n>
def __init__(self):
Statements
deffunctionname(self):
Statements
Ex.classMyClass:
self.i = 123
def __init__(self):
Print “Constructor is excuting”
deff_print(self):
print i
Syntax to create object:
Objectname = classname()
Ex. x = MyClass()
Syntax to execute function of class:
Objectname.functionname()
Ex.
x.f_print()
Syntax to declare Array:
Arrayname = []
Syntax to read Value of Variable:

#definition of constructor
#definition of function

#data member of class
#constructor

#function

stringname= input(String Containing Prompt for User)
variablename = int(stringname)
Variable name in which value to be stored.
Syntax to read Array Elements:
arrayname = []
stringname= input(String Containing Prompt for User)

#array declaration

for i in range(sizeofarray):
ele = int(stringname)
#ele variable which stores single value of array element
arrayname.append(ele)
#append function will attach ele variable to array
Ex.
str_n = input(“Enter No of Elements:”)
#str_n string containg Prompt for user
n = int(str_n)
#int function to read value
str_a = input(“Enter Array Elements:”)
for i in range(n):
ele = int(str_a)
a.append (ele)

#str_a string containg Prompt for user

Algorithm:
Step 1: Start
Step 2. Read N numbers
Step 3. Read Array Elements A[10]
Step 4. Display Array Elements.
Step 5. Call Bubble Sort function
Step 6. Display Sorted Array Elements
Step 7. Stop
Mathematical Modelling:
Let I be an input {n, A}
Where n is n numbers & A is array containing n nos.
Let O be an output O = B(I)
Where B is Bubble sort function as
n-1
n-1
B= ∫
∫
swap ( a(j), a(j+1) )
[ if a(j) > a(j+1) ]
i=0
j=0
Where swap is function to swap two numbers
Testing:
Test Conditions:
Give user choice. Give integer data to create array.
Input:
Enter n numbers as data.
Output:

Perform Operation:
k. Read
l. Display
m. Bubble Sort
FAQS:
17. What is Bubble Sort?
18. What is Best, Worst and Average Time Complexity of Bubble Sort?
19. Which sorting method is best to use??
20. Where Bubble Sort is useful?
Conclusion: Performed the Bubble Sort using python.

